10150 Pyramid penguin

You can find our complete range of do-it-yourself-kits on

www.hobaku.de
- don´t let children or pets alone with the burning candle
Drechslerei Kuhnert GmbH
- don´t let the candle burn on it´s own
- don´t use the candle near curtains or heat sources
08237 Steinberg
- don´t clear the candle with water
Hauptstr. 28
- don´t put the candle near a wind breeze
Only for decoration, no toy! Suitable for children older than 5 years.
Instructions
Children under 5 years only under supervision of an adult.
You can use common wood glue. It´s easier to
colour the parts before mounting.
Attention!
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1.) Please use only a bit of
glue when gluing parts 6
and 7 one upon the other.
Use the axis (metal rod, part
12) for centering parts 6
and 7. Also glue (with only a
bit of glue) part 8 on part.
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2.) Glue parts 2 and 3 together, please
check that there is no glue inside the hole!
Put glue on the bottom side of part 3
and glue it on part 2. Insert part 4 (glass
ground). The curved surface needs to be
up. Then glue this set on the bottom of the
ground plate, part 1.

3.) Put some glue on all 3 pillars, insert them and push them outwards. Now get
part 9, put some glue on the slots and stick it between all 3 pillars. Glue part 10 on
part 9 and glue part 11 on part 10. Later the metal rod will be put in the middle so
please check that the hole is intact.
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6.) Push in the wings
diagonal into the slots of the
perforated disc. All wings
have to point at the same
direction. The position of the 7.) Stick the metal rod through pieces 9, 10
4.) Glue the penguins and colour
5.) Stick the bottom piece in the small
wings decides the direction of and 11 and glue the metal rod on the disc.
the beak and eyes. Colour the
disc and glue all penguins into the
This is the axis of the pyramid. The axis has to
rotation.
eskimo and glue it together.
slots of this disc.
spin easily on the glass ground.
8.) Now you can decorate the ground plate with the eskimo and all ice floes. Then put the impeller on the axis. For this you have to push the impeller on the
metal rod and hold the metal rod into the air to avoid scratches on the glass ground. The pyramid will not run when there are scratches on the glass ground.

